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In this overwhelmingly busy period, the Meretzky-Brogmus-Mackintosh troika took the risk of
modifying their numbering scheme for the Hitchhikers game. Up until then, for example The

Hitchhikers and The Guides serial numbers ran consecutively throughout the alphabet. They took a
gamble by running the game one number behind Hitchhikers. Also, they took a gamble that their

buyers would assume, that The Hitchhikers one code was on a diskette, not in the invisiClues book.
That gamble paid off. Licensing executives at Pan Books were amazed to find out that Infocom had
gone ahead and made three of their games of all 500 Hitchhikers diskettes. The three disks, in fact,

were the Hitchhikers game, Adams Guide game, and then the puzzle diskette. One of the game disks
was the THX Amiga disk, but the game files were named differently, with an A instead of an X. When

they received copies of the three disks, at first they thought there was something seriously wrong
with one of them. Then, weeks later, when they got around to opening the others, they discovered
they didnt recognize the THX Amiga disk. Since the THX disk was the disk that had InvisiClues on it,
this was good news. The other two disks had Adams games on them, and that was alright too. Thus

Infocom had broken into the main Adams market, leaving Pan Books with just a partial picture of
what Infocom had released. In the following year, Infocom returned to the Amiga market with

Philosophers Stone, and then Small Gods. Finally, Little Fyodor, which John Jones himself had always
wanted to create, was released on the Amiga in 1986. Soon after it went on sale, Infocom decided to
release three more Adams titles, That Fine Exciting Madness, The Fifth Elephant, and Deaths Head
10,000 B.C.. One of the ideas had been to make Adams texts look better, to give them a crisper,

cleaner look that would complement the Acorn Archimedes games on which they were based. Some
of the text was rewritten to solve problems with the writing, to free up more room for gameplay.
Also, to get more mileage out of the Amiga hardware, the PolyGram tape players created for the
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game were brought into use.
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Taking on the form of the shopkeeper, I sell sex toys to her and proceed to get fisted. In short order,
she goes into her room to change and comes out not only naked, but after tying herself up in knots,
enjoying the sex toys. I take out my magic book and have Chad look at it. The picture of him turns
into a bigger and bigger Chad, then the big Chad splits into two Chads. The two Chads start fucking

the big Chad and the three Chads get a pretty close look at each other. I get to try a different sex toy
on her, a thick dildo in and out of her various holes, and get the two Chads to fuck her with it. The

next time I come out I lie to her again and say its a magic magic book, and then use the magic book
to turn her into some other character in the book, who am I kidding, there are only a few of them, a
princess, a guy with horns, a toad and a clown. I then have her get fucked by the two Chads, and
then the three Chads get a good look at themselves, looking in the mirror on the wall. They get to

fuck the big one in the ass and mouth. I get to fuck her with my magic book and it turns into a toad
coming into her pussy. Then the book changes into a super hero with a massive cock, and he gets to
fuck her. I get to have some other magic sex toys brought out, including a cowgirl dildo, where her
ass gets fucked by the massive cock. The next time I come out, Chad comes home and gets super

pissed off with her for lying about that magic book. I think I might be done with the magic book when
he finds it and asks if it does any spells. He turns the pages and the magic book turns into a book

titled 5 True Love Stories and I tie him up, and force him to recite a story, written by Chad himself. It
finally ends with him meeting his true love, who is even more beautiful than Blondie. Chad can get

fucked while Chad watches in close up. Chad has a magic dick, which can make women cum in both
vaginas, and then Chad has to fuck her in both vaginas while Chad watches. 5ec8ef588b
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